
CSE 552 – Fall 2019 Assignment 1 DUE: October 14th

You are to work on the following questions alone. Do not discuss these questions with anyone.
Typeset your answers and submit as a PDF on Canvas.

1. In this set of questions, we will examine how to provide strong ordering guarantees on message
delivery. Let→ represent the happens-before relationship, and let send(m) and recv(m) represent
the events of sending and receiving the message m. The ordering property that we would like
to provide is the following causal delivery property: Let messages m1 and m2 be two messages
sent to the same node. If send(m1)→ send(m2), then we would like to ensure that the receiver
receives m1 before m2. (Note that m1 and m2 might be sent by different nodes in the system. In
the case of them being sent by the same node, then FIFO delivery using some sort of sequence
number would suffice.)

• Consider designing a scheme that has the following properties. Lamport clocks are main-
tained by every node in the system, and each node tags messages with the Lamport clock
value of the node sending the message. Further, assume that receivers don’t immediately
“deliver” or process a message but rather wait for other events to happen before processing
messages. (In particular, a receiver could buffer a set of messages before deciding which
of them to deliver or process next.) Design a scheme that uses no additional messages or
metadata information to provide the desired ordering property.

• What is the worst-case delay in processing a message with the scheme outlined above?
Discuss the implications of introducing periodic pings, i.e., each node in the system
periodically sends ping messages to other nodes are.

• Now consider the special case of broadcast messages, which are messages sent from a node
to every other node in the system. Assume that you have a distributed system that uses
both unicast and broadcast messages. Suppose you want to provide the strong ordering
guarantee on message delivery only for broadcast messages. (In other words, if m1 and m2
are unicast messages, then there is no need to order their delivery at a receiver. However,
if they are broadcast messages and if there is a causal order between their send events,
then the receive events would be consistent with that order.) How would you use a scheme
that uses vector clocks to provide this strong ordering guarantee? What property does this
scheme have over the scheme that you developer for the first part of this question?

2. We now consider how we can generalize the distributed snapshot algorithm discussed in class.

• Assume that any node in the distributed system can trigger the distributed snapshot algo-
rithm by sending a “take a snapshot” message to its neighbors. Consider a setting that a
node might make an independent and autonomous decision in initiating the snapshot. (For
example, a node could initiate a snapshot when it suspects that some liveness or safety
condition is getting violated based on local knowledge.) Assume, however, that a node
would initiate a snapshot at most once. What changes would you make to the distributed
snapshot algorithm (Section 13 of the chapter on Consistent Global States of Distributed
Systems) to accommodate this new requirement while keeping the number of protocol
messages to a minimum?
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• Suppose that you want to perform consistent snapshots repeatedly. Again assume that
any node in the distributed system can initiate a snapshot, and it can do so multiple times
during the course of executing a distributed program. What changes would you make to
the distributed snapshot algorithm to support the repeated snapshotting of a distributed
system?

• The distributed snapshot algorithm assumes that all nodes are operating. Discuss how you
would perform distributed snapshots if some of the nodes are allowed to fail. You can
assume that the nodes are fail-stop, i.e., a node doesn’t recover after it fails. State any
assumptions that you would need in order to develop your algorithm.
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